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Bidera automation with sitting guard.
The shower bath is tuned in according to the user´s need so that the water comes
from behind or both. The crane for adjustment is in the sitting ring below the
guksi.("A")
The handle knob on the blender shall always be open ( pointing downwards) and the
thermostat normally at its maximum.It will supply 37 degree water.The thermostat is
blocked and can never give hotter water.
Sit down on the seat. If you test the functions standing up you must hold
your hand half past three
("C")on the sitting ring from the front to activate the sitting guard and stop
the water from the nipples so they don´t pour water on to the floor.

Start the shower by holding the starting button pressed for 2 - 3 seconds.
This is a security function so that it won´t start by mistake.

Before the water has reached its correct temperature the initial swill
begins. This water passes through a separate clutch directly down into the
WC so that the water doesn´t meet the skin. When the water is correctly
tempered the showers start at full speed. The douche lasts about 1 minute.

After the douche the drying starts and it lasts for about four minutes.
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Maintenance instruction
The sitting ring
The sitting ring is cleaned with a mild detergent. The air steering (the guksi), under the rear end of the seat, is
taken away by turning the white handle knobs a quarter of a turn.
The filters in the sitting ring are decalsified with a dissolver about twice a year ( more often if the water is
calsiferous).
The drying unit
The suction filter underneath the unit shall be freed from dust every month with a vacuum cleaner.
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